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A Neural Computation Approach to the Set Covering Problem 
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Abetract 
This paper presents a neural network algorithm which is capable of finding approximate solutions for 
unicost set covering problems. The network has two types of units (neurons), with different dynamics and 
activation functions. One type represents the objects to be covered (the rows in the matrix representation 
of the problem) and another represents the “coveting” sets (the 0,l variables). They are connected as a 
bipartite graph which represents the incidence relations between objects and sets (i.e the 0,1 adjacency 
matrix). When the parameters of the units are correctly tuned, the stable states of the system correspond 
to the minimal covers. 

I show that in its basic mode of operation, descent dynamics, when the network is set in an arbitrary 
initial state it converges in less than 2n steps (where n is the number of variables), to a stable state which 
represents a valid solution. In this mode, the network implements a greedy heuristic in which the choice 
function is based on the unit inputs (which are determined by the activation functions and the network 
state). On top of the basic network dynamics, the algorithm applies an adaptive restart procedure which 
helps to search more effectively for “good” initial states and results in better performance. 

1 Introduction - Minimal Cover Problems 
Many interesting combinatorial problems and practical resource allocation, scheduling and diagnostic prob- 
lems can be presented as set covering problems (see e.g. [6, 8, 211). The general covering problem can be 
stated as follows: find a (0,l) vector t of dimension n that minimizes c - 2 under the constraints Ax 2 i. 
where A is the incidence (0,l entries) m x n matrix and c is a real cost vector. 

The unicost version of the covering problem can be presented as the following combinatorial problem. 
There is a set of objects (points, or vertices) P and a set S of subsets of these objects. Our goal is to find a 
subset C E S such that every point Pj E P is “covered” by (namely, belongs to) at least one of the subsets 
in C. A minimal cover is a cover that none of its subsets is also a cover. The matrix A is, in this case, the 
incidence matrix of the two sets P and S, namely Aji = 1 if Pj E Si and 0 otherwise. A simple instance of 
the set covering problem is shown in Fig.1. 

In many cases we want to find the smallest possible such cover C’, or the minimum cover. Since this is 
in general an NP hard problem [9], we are interested in a good appioximation algorithm that can find in a 
short time reasonably small solutions. For our purpose, any minimal cover is a valid approximate solution. 

Several neural networks and related algorithms were applied recently to combinatorial optimization prob- 
lems in general (see e.g. [14, 13,231) and to several problems that are related to the minimal cover problem. 
such as the vertex cover and the maximum clique problems [l, 2, 11, 15, 16, 221 in particular. To the 
author’s knowledge, no neural network based algorithm was applied to and tested on minimal covering prob- 
lems, although several approaches were suggested or developed for similar purpose [7, 17, 191. The works 
that are most relevant to the network presented here are the model introduced by Peng and Reggia [lY] 
for diagnostic problem, and the general approach of Jeffries [17] to set selection. There are several major 
differences between those and the present study. One major difference is that the models described in [19. l i ]  
have continuous time dynamics and continuous units (i.e. neurons represented by continuous state variabltbs) 
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Figure 1: A set covering instance (A): The points are denoted by numbers, the sets of points are denoted by 
letters. The goal is to “cover” all the points by choosing the minimum number of sets. The incidence graph 
of this instance is shown in (B). In the network realization of the problem, the set of points is represented 
by P units, and the set of subsets by S units. The edges are symmetric connections of weight 1. 

while the network presented here has discrete dynamics and discrete units. Moreover, the model discussed 
here is guaranteed to converge to a feasible solution in a finite number of time steps, which is linear in the 
problem size. 

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, I present the network model which uses two types of 
units, representing the set of points P, and the set of subsets S of the given problem. I also show how 
to choose the parameters of these units to ensure that the stable states of the system correspond to the 
valid approximate solutions of the problem, Le. minimal covers. In section 3, the basic descent dynamics 
(which include steepest descent) of the network are introduced, and the convergence to a stable state is 
proven. In order to demonstrate the utility of the network, I compare it (in its basic mode of operation) 
with the well known greedy algorithm on a few simple problems. In section 4, I describe and test adaptive 
restart procedures which efficiently sample state space for initializing the net. When using the adaptive 
initialization procedure, the average performance improves significantly. I conclude in section 5 and discuss 
possible improvements and future directions. 

2 The Network Model 
The network introduced here finds minimal covers by using two different sets of units: the S units, which 
represent the “covering sets” (or the 0, l  variables in the Az representation of the problem), and another 
set, the P units, which represent the “covered points’’ or the rows. These two sets of units are connected as 
the incidence graph of the given problem. That means that every S unit is connected by a symmetric unity 
weight to all the P units representing points contained in that set (see Fig.l(B)). 

2.1 Set units 
The Set (S) unit is a binary 0,l  variable. Each one of the set units represents one set of the given family 
S of sets. When a particular set unit Si is in a “1” state, it means that the corresponding set is selected 
for the cover. The input “field” hi of set unit Si is just the sum of the states of the P units to which it is 
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connected. This can be written as 
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hi = AjiPj 
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The output of a vertex unit is a threshold function of its input, with hysteresis (see Fig.2). Namely, its 
state in time t + 1 depends both on its input and on its state in time t :  

I I 

1 if hi > s , or if hi > r and Si(t) = 1 
0 otherwise Si(t + 1) = 

2.2 Point units 
Like the S unit, the point, or P unit also sums the contributions from all the units connected to it (which 
are all S units). If a particular unit Pj is connected to S units which are all 0, the corresponding point is not 
covered, and this unit should therefore broadcast a “cover me” message. This is done by turning it ON, i.e. 
making its output 1. If, on the other hand, one of the S units connected to Pj is in the ‘1” (or ON) state, it 
means that this point is “covered”. Its output can therefore be small. In other words, when the input of a P 
unit is 1, its output will be a < 1, and the output will decrease when the input increases, Le. P(2) = b < a 
and so on (Note that the argument of P(h)  is a positive integer). I specify the first values a and b since they 
play an important role in the characterization of the stable states of the network, as explained below. 

Combining these specifications, we find that the P unit has an ”inverted” activation function, as described 
in Figure 3. There are several ways to define this function P(h),  I choose the following: 

Pj(t) = C“ (3) 

where the parameter c will be chosen below to satisfy some conditions on a and b. 

2.3 Tuning the parameters 
The stable states of the network are defined with respect to a simple sequential dynamics in which a single 
S unit is updated at a time according to its current field and state, using Eq.2, and then updating all the P 
units connected to it and recalculating the fields. A detailed description of that simple dynamics is given in 
the next section. Here I show how to choose the parameters s, r and a, b in the definitions of the S and P 
units, in such a way that the stable state of the network will correspond to the minimal covers of the given 
covering problem. This is done using the following considerations: 
1. Since the output of an “uncovered” point unit is 1, the “forward threshold” s should be smaller than 1. 
This way, at least one Set unit will turn ON in order to cover it. 
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Figure 3: The activation function of a P unit. 

2. If an S unit in a 1 state is connected to a set of P units which are already covered, (in other words, 
the neighborhood of Si is “redundantly covered”), we want it to turn OFF. Its input hi should therefore be 
smaller than the “reverse threshold” r .  Therefore we need hi 5 bdj  5 r ,  where di is the degree of unit Si, 
namely, the number of P units connected to it. Consequently, we obtain an upper bound on b, b 5 r/dmaz, 
where dma= = maxi{di}. 
3. If an S unit in a 0 state is connected to a set of P units which are all covered, we want it to stay in its 
OFF state. Its input hi should therefore be smaller than the threshold s. In order to ensure that we can set 

4. An S unit in a 1 state, which is connected to a P unit with an input field of 1 (Le. it is its only covering 
vertex), should stay ON. Since in this situation the minimal possible field on Si is a, that requirement means 
that we should set r 5 a. 

5 s l d m o t ,  SO that hi 5 a d i  5 S. 

A simple choice of parameters consistent with all the above requirements is 

and that choice can be realized by setting the parameters r and c in the definitions of S(h) and P(h)  to be 

r = ~ = s / d , , ~  . (5 )  

With parameters chosen to satisfy the above requirements, at least one S units will turn ON if there is 
an uncovered P unit, and when a neighborhood of P units is redundantly covered, at least one S unit will 
turn OFF. As a result, a stable state of the network has to be a minimal cover of the given problem. 

3 Descent Dynamics 
In addition to the local update rule for each of the units, one has to define the global dynamics of the 
network. I start with the simple descent dynamics. In a descent dynamics, we update one S unit at a time. 
We choose the unit to be updated according to its current state and field. We update a Set unit Si for which 
the gap gi between its current state and its relaxed state is positive. Taking into account the hysteresis of 
the S units, the gap gi ( t )  is defined as follows: 

Since 1 - s is the minimal gap of an “unsatisfied” S unit is a 0 state, and r - bd,,, is the minimal gap for 
such a unit in 1 state, we normalize the corresponding gaps by these quantities. 
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Once the chosen S unit is updated, namely its state was changed either from 1 to 0, or from 0 to 1, the 
fields of all the P units that are connected to it are updated immediately. Then their states are updated as 
well, according to Eq.3. Finally, the fields of all the S units are updated, and this completes a single unit 
update or one “time step” of the network dynamics. We repeat this cycle until we reach a stable state in 
which all the gaps gi 5 0. 

In the Steepest Descent (SD) dynamics, we update a set unit Sj for which the gap gj is the largest. Ties 
can be broken either at random, or deterministically, e.g. lexicographically. 

3.1 Guaranteed Convergence of Descent Dynamics 
It is easy to show that the descent dynamics described above (either stochastic or deterministic) is guaranteed 
to converge to a stable state in a finite number of steps (i.e. unit updates). This result is similar to 
convergence results obtained for related models [15, 11, 221. I first prove the following simple lemma: 

Lemma 3.1 For ihe choice of paramefers described in section 2.3, &e. s < 1 , r = a 5 sld,,,,, , b 5 
r/dmoz), if a set unit Si has changed its  state from 1 to  0, it will not change i ts  state later. 

proof Assume that unit Si has changed its state at a certain time from 1 to 0. It means that at that time, 
its field hi was 

hj = AjiPj < r 5 t /d j  . 
j 

Which is possible only if all the Pj units that are connected to Sj have their output Pj 5 b at that time, and 
therefore each one of these Pj units are covered at that time by (i.e. connected to) more than One S unit in 
the 1 state. Consequently, when unit Si is turned OFF, all these Pj units will still be covered. Even if each 
one of them is now covered by no more than one other S unit, the new field on unit Si is hi 5 bdj < s ,  and 
therefore unit Sj can not turn ON. Of course, none of its neighboring Pj can become uncovered later, since 
by the tuning of the parameters, no S unit can turn OFF if its the last one to cover any P unit. QED 

According to the above lemma, no unit can be updated more than twice. Therefore, under the descent 
dynamics, starting with any initial state S(0) the network will converge to a stable state in at most 2n unit 
updates. Alternatively, one can consider the following simple “energy“ (or cost function): 

1 1 
2 E(S)  = 6(Pj) + 5 c Si = No. of uncovered P units + - No. of ON S units 

i i 
(7) 

Since according to the descent dynamics a set unit is turned ON only if it covers at list one additional P 
unit, and turned OFF only if this does not increase the number of uncovered units, each unit update reduces 
the above energy. This leads to the same convergence result. Note however, that the SD dynamics is not a 
simple gradient descent on that energy. 

3.2 
The SD dynamics can be considered as a greedy heuristic for finding approximate solutions to the set covering 
problem. The “standard” greedy algorithm for the minimum cover problem was introduced by Johnson [ 181. 
In this Greedy Cover (GC) algorithm, one begins with an empty set and adds the covering sets (Si E S 
in our notation) to the cover one by one, maximizing in each addition the number of P elements that are 
covered for the first time by the added Si. Unlike the standard greedy algorithm, which always starts with 
an empty set and just adds sets to the cover, the network can start with any initial choice for the cover, 
and can subtract as well as add sets to the cover. In addition, the choice function of the network takes into 
account (through the fieIds hi) more information regarding the coverage of each set Si. 

To demonstrate our network-based algorithm, I give the results of several tests comparing GC and the 
network. In order to compare our NN algorithm with GC we break ties lexicographically both in the CC 
algorithm and in the SD dynamics of the network. Both are initialized with the same state, the empty set. 
or its network equivalent {Si = O}r=’=,. 

comparison with the greedy algorithm 
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Problem Rows Columns Density’ Max No. of Average cover size 
set (m) (4 (%) degree2 problems Greedy Network 

10 42.6 42.2 4 

71 5 22.6 22.8 
42.2 42.0 

5 
6 

23.8 23.8 
46.8 47.0 

A 300 
B 

26.6 26.2 
E 50 500 20 124 5.2 5.0 

C 
D 

n n 

n 
38.2 38.4 

200 1000 2 36 
2000 2 60 
1000 5 
3000 2 81 

5 192 
400 4000 2 105 

244 5 

9, 

n n 1, 

,) 
2, n n 

n 

“The dmity is the percentage of ones in the A matrix. 
bThe degree is the number of ones per row. The maximum is taken over alI the problems in each set and over the rows in 

each problem. 

Table 1: Details of the random problems, and the results of the GC algorithm vs. the network with SD. 

I used a set of random problems which are available from the OR-library [5]. These problems were used 
in several works that test algorithms for the general (non-uniform cost) covering problem [3, 41. To test 
the unicost set covering network, I set all the costs to unity. The results are therefore incomparable with 
those works, however the unicost versions of these problems were used in comparative experimental study 
of different unicost set covering algorithms [12]. 

In Table 1, I present the properties of the random problems (size, number of problems in each set, degree 
and density) and the results of the greedy and the network algorithms. The results are given as the average 
cover size that was found by each algorithm for each set of problems. We see that the network has a small 
advantage. It finds smaller covers (on average) in 4 of the problem sets, and slightly larger in 3 of them. In 
the next section I will use the ability of the network to start with different initial states. 

4 Initialization procedures 
The descent dynamics is a “local” algorithm, i.e. the dynamics of the system performs a “trajectory” in 
configuration space (the space of all subsets of S, in our case), from an initial state to a near local optimum. 
Therefore, the final result is determined by the initial state, and performance is severely limited when the 
energy landscape becomes “rugged” and many local optima (with significant basins of attraction) “obscure” 
the global optimum. 

In order to overcome the locality problem one has to sample more efficiently a larger portion of the 
relevant configuration space. Several methods are used for that purpose. One way is to add enough noise 
(Le. stochasticity) to the dynamics to allow the system to escape local optima and to sample a significant part 
of the space. This is the approach used by the “simulated annealing“ (SA) method. Simulated Annealing, 
and the related Boltzmann Machine method (BM), as applied for neural networks and optimization problems 
are described in [I] with a few tests on the vertex cover problem. The problem with SA and BM is the slow 
cooling schedule needed in order to find the global optimum with high probability. Another problem is the 
high rejection rate of new moves when the temperature is low. These problems make the simple versions of 
SA and similar methods extremely time consuming. 

In a recent study [lo], I have used successfully a different approach to overcome the locality problem. 
Instead of performing stochastic dynamics in order to sample the state space, we use a randomized procedure 
for generating the initial state of the system and run the basic dynamics many times with different initial 
states. I also provide a few methods of biasing the choice of the initial state in a way that increases the 
probability of finding good solutions. 

The simplest way to sample the configuration space is to choose at random the state of each S uni t  
independently to be 1 with probability p (and 0 with 1 - p). When p = 1/2, this procedure will uniformly 
sample the state space, but is it good enough ? Running it 20 times with SD on each problem used in the 
previous section, and taking the best cover found, I obtained the results reported in Table 2 (by the average 

. 
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Problem p =  0.5 p -  U(0, l )  API 
4 48.8 42.6 41.8 
5 47.4 43.7 37.4 
6 28.6 22.0 22.2 
A 56.6 57.4 41.2 
B 33.0 33.6 23.8 
C 66.4 66.0 46.6 
D 37.8 38.4 26.0 
E 6.4 6.6 5.0 

Table 2: Comparing the results of the three initialization procedures described in the text. For each problem, 
SD is run with 20 random initial states. The best cover obtained for each problem is taken as the approximate 
solution. These solutions are averaged for each probIem set. 

best cover for each problem set). It is clear that this choice of random initial states is bad. It actually 
produces covers that are larger than those found by the one run version which used the zero initial state. 

Note that the above procedure will almost always produce an initial state of ”size” Ci Si N 742). We can 
modify this procedure to produce a wider distribution of initial state sizes by simply taking the probability p 
to be a random variable uniformly distributed in the unit interval. Testing this procedure in the same way, 
we find a significant improvement on some of the problems, but not in all of them. In general, it is still not 
better than the one shot SD with zero initial state. 

Next we try the “Adaptive Probability Initialization” (API) procedure that was introduced in [lo]. In 
this procedure, we choose each unit independently to be 1 with probability p, as we did before. The difference 
is that now p is changed after each run to “follow” the size of the covers found. This is done by updating p 
according to the rule: 

where p ( k )  is the probability p to initialize the k’th run, and w(k) is the size of the cover found at the E’th 
run. We start with the initial value p(1) = 0. 

This choice makes the current p the short time average of the relative size of the cliques found. Using 
this procedure, the algorithm is kept (in most cases) at small initial states. As a result, the average number 
of steps to reach a solution (and therefore running time) is significantly reduced when using this type of 
initialization. The performance, given by the best cover found in a given number of trials, is significantly 
improved, compared to the other initialization procedures, and better than the one run SD. The results 
obtained with this method, averaged over the problems in each problem set are presented in the last column 
of Table 2. 

5 Discussion 
I have presented a neural net based algorithm for the set covering problem. The network is composed of 
two types of units and utilizes discrete descent dynamics. When the parameters of the network are tuned 
correctly, the network coverges in a finite number of steps to a stable state which corresponds to a minimal 
cover of the given problem, and therefore gives a valid approximate solution to the problem. 

I have demonstrated its operation on several benchmark problems. Due to space Iimits I do not present 
more elaborate experiments in this paper. However, extensive experiments comparing the performance of 
various approximation algorithms for the set covering problem, including our network, on many different 
benchmarks, wilI be reported elsewhere [12]. 

In this paper I have concentrated on steepest descent dynamics with random adaptive initialization 
procedures. There are many possible directions for future research. We are already using the network with 
deterministic annealing dynamics, in which one tightens the constrains gradually by controling the parameter 
8. This procedure improves the performance on some problem. Other directions are the addition of SA type 
stochasticity to the dynamics, or the use of continuous (rather than discrete) variables. Generalization to 
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weighted covering problem, or problems where every point has to be covered by more than one set, ia also 
possible. 
Acknowledgments I am grateful to E. Knill and A. Wool for many useful discussions, and to R. Mehr for 
comments on the manuscript. 
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